
Steep Trail – BasecampPolarcap are pleased to announce the opening of their two year long Steep Trail project by establishing their Basecamp event at John Muir Country Park and West Barns Studios. Delegates will be invited to engage in a weekend session of informed walks around the country park area on the Saturday followed by discussions and presentations at West Barns Studios on Sunday.Discussions will revolve around the influence of John Muir, the relevance of his example and how artists, scientists and environmentalists may come together to share ideas and make plans. Steep Trail is an evolving project that aims to bring people from different disciplines together to make connections between their diverse specialities and to forge lasting connections and collaborations. Muir’s example of direct discussion with the people that he met in his travels and in his working life provide the role model for these meetings.Art /Eco labs will be held in Dunbar, Edinburgh, Fife and Aberdeen over a period of one year and will discuss 21st Century issues and shared concerns across both the sciences and the arts. Working alongside our principal partners Edinburgh Sculpture Workshop and Fife Contemporary Arts and Crafts, we will be discussing conservation and sustainability, protecting and restoring the planet’s ecology and climate and the role of contemporary art in helping to foster a dialogue. Basecamp is the first of such meetings and will be the first point of contact between the invited speakers and participants. In 2012 the project will involve a Scotland China artists exchange, exhibitions, a conference and a publication.Steep Trail labs will be a physical and metaphorical journey for the participants. It is rooted in the idea that art does something, that it has a functionality and purpose and can enact some form of change either through critique, exposing truths or merely through the nature of its existence in that site in the first place.west barnes studiosschool brae, west barnesdunbar, east lothianeh42 1ud  


